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A: I looked at the source code of one of
the online tools I use for extracting files
and it is not streaming the file as you

claim, it is retrieving a fixed amount from
the streaming data. Here is what it looks
like: def streaming(self): if self.filename
== "": return [] local = [] chunk_size =
1024 buffer_size = 1024 * 1024 with

open(self.filename, "rb") as f: while True:
buf = f.read(chunk_size) if buf:

local.append(buf) if len(local) ==
buffer_size: local = local[0:1024]

self.amount_left -= buffer_size else:
self.amount_left -= len(local) local =

local[0:len(local)] random.shuffle(local) if
self.amount_left
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